Home Row Keys

A  S  D  F  J  K  L  ;

I have often wondered why we do not have a hit song entitled “The Home Row Song”. Now is your chance to create one!! 😊

Example:

A is for ACTION

S is for STRIKING those keys

D is for DOG, who would like to type, but only has paws

F is for FOCUS

J is for JOYFUL

K is for KEYBOARDING

L is for LEARN

; is for SEMI

If music isn’t your thing, perhaps a story featuring the letters of the home row. Please use the home row keys in order.

Example:

Once upon a time an APPLE fell from a tree STRIKING a DOG in the head. The dog did not FUSS, it simply JOGGED as quickly as it could back to his home to eat some KIBBLES & Bits. LUCKILY, the dog was not hurt and is now known as SEMI-tough.

**Please email me: anthony.amero@sad12.com**

**Questions: Mr. Amero hotline: (207) 668-9291**

Additional Resources
- FreeTypingGame.Net
- todaysparent.com (9 fun typing games for kids)